How to reach us
Fraunhofer IPM, Georges-Köhler-Allee 301, D-79110 Freiburg
»Campus Am Flugplatz«
By car
Please note that it is not possible to access Georges-Köhler-Allee via the Faculty of Engineering campus. You can reach us via the following access roads:

From the north
► From Paduaalle / Granadaallee turn into Suwonallee,
► Turn right after 450 meters (after the stadium) at the second possible opportunity into Achim-Stocker-Straße,
► After about 150 meters turn left in front of the Fraunhofer IPM building,
► Drive alongside the building almost to the end,
► Turn right at the main entrance, the guest parking spaces are now on your right.

From the south
► From Berliner Allee / Madisonallee turn left into Suwonallee,
► Turn left at the second possible opportunity into Achim-Stocker-Straße,
► After about 150 meters turn left in front of the building,
► Drive alongside the building almost to the end,
► Turn right at the main entrance, the guest parking spaces are now on your right.

By train or by plane
From Freiburg Central Station (Hauptbahnhof) you can reach Fraunhofer IPM either by Breisach S-Bahn (suburban railway) or by tram.

By Breisach S-Bahn
From Freiburg Central Station (track 6) take »Breisach S-Bahn« S1 direction of Breisach, get off at »Freiburg Messe / Universität« (2nd stop; approx. 5 minutes travel). Cross the Faculty of Engineering’s campus until you reach Georges-Köhler-Allee (approx. 10 minutes walk to the institute)

By tram
Take tram line No. 4 direction »Messe« from Central Station. (The tram tramstop is located on a bridge above the rails). Get off at stop »Technische Fakultät« (7th stop; approx. 9 minutes travel).

Cross the Faculty of Engineering’s campus until you reach Georges-Köhler-Allee (approx. 10 minutes walk to the institute)

From airport Basel, it’s about an hour’s drive to IPM. Hourly shuttle services to Freiburg Central Station. From Central Station take Breisach S-Bahn (suburban railway) or tram.